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Collective Insights Consulting Recognized as a Microsoft Security 20/20 

Partner Awards Finalist for Azure Security Deployment Partner of the Year  
 

ATLANTA, Georgia, USA — 04/20/2021— Collective Insights Consulting today 

announced it has been named a finalist for the Microsoft Security 20/20 Azure Security 

Deployment Partner of the Year award. The company was honored among a global field of 

industry leaders for demonstrating excellence in innovation, integration, and customer 

implementation with Microsoft technology.  

  “Microsoft has always been a leader in collaboration and productivity solutions,” said 

Partner, Seth Ryan. “Today, they are one of the most innovative and progressive technology 

providers in the world. We have been impressed by their current capabilities and the vision that 

they have for the future of cloud, collaboration and security. Collective Insights is proud to 

partner with Microsoft to continue to bring secure digital transformation to our mutual clients 

across the globe.” 

At the second annual Microsoft Security 20/20 awards to be held May 12, 2021, we will 

celebrate finalists in 18 categories spanning security, compliance, and identity. Collective 

Insights Consulting has been nominated as a finalist for Azure Security Deployment Partner of 

the Year.  

 “The pandemic has forever changed our perspective on the world, the role of technology, 

and how we work, learn, and live,” said Rani Lofstrom, Senior Product Marketing Manager, 

Microsoft Global Security Partnerships. “In recognition of our new reality, the theme for the 

Microsoft Security 20/20 Awards this year is ‘Perspective—Through the Looking Glass.’ The 

awards ceremony this year will honor our security partners who have gone above and beyond 
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during an unprecedented time of change to support, secure, and protect remote workers 

everywhere.” 

The Microsoft Intelligent Security Association (MISA) was established to help further 

the security ecosystem, fostering an environment where solution providers can collaborate to 

create a future that’s safer for people and organizations alike. This year, the industry veterans in 

MISA will vote to select the winners of the Microsoft Security 20/20 awards, providing an 

opportunity for colleagues to honor their peers for delivering exceptional work to our shared 

customers.  

 Collective Insights solves for your challenge—not a generic one. Yours is unique and we 

take the time to hear that difference. Not bound to playbook-style approaches yet diverse in our 

collective expertise, we work with you to build the solution that takes your business a step 

forward. We believe a partnership is defined as much by trust as it is results. So, we roll up our 

sleeves, challenge the status quo and deliver strategies you can use and innovative outcomes you 

can measure. For more information, visit collectiveinsights.com. 
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